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Windows Mac OS X SteamOS + Linux Minimum:OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10Processor: dual-core AMD/Intel processor running at 2.2 GHzMemory: 2048 MB RAMGraphics: ATI/NVIDIA dedicated/integrated or mobile graphics card, with at least 512MB of dedicated VRAM and with at least shader support Model
4.0/NVIDIA dedicated or mobile graphics with at least 1GB of Dedicated VRAM and with at least shader support Form 4.0DirectX: Version 9 Card.0cSound: Integrated or dedicated directx card 9.0c compatible with Minimum:OS sound card: MAC OS 10.1 6.8 (Snow Leopard) or newerProcessor: Intel's four-core processor
running at 3.1 GHzMemory : 4096 MB of RAMGraphics: Intel integrated or mobile graphics card, with at least 768MB of dedicated or shared VRAM and with at least shader Model 5.0 supportSound Card : Integrated Recommended:OS: MAC OS X 10.7.5(Lion), 10.8.5 (Mountain Lion), 10.9.5(Mavericks) and 10.10.2
(Yosemite)Processor: Intel's four-core processor running at 3.3.5 1 GHzMemory: 4096 MB RAMGraphics: AMD/NVIDIA Dedicated Graphics Card with at least 512 MB of dedicated VRAM and with at least Shader Model 5.0 supportSound Card: Integrated Minimum:OS: Linux x86_64Processor: with at least 768MB of
dedicated or shared VRAM and with at least shader Model 5.0 support The ABC Murders is an adventure and third-person research game adapted from Agatha Christie's famous novel. They embody the famous detective Hercule Poirot and you'll have to confront a mysterious opponent called 'ABC'. Your detective
talents will be more useful than ever! His research will take him to several UK cities to explore various crime scenes with luxury environments. Cross-reference, solve deadly puzzles... and above all, do not set aside any clues! See, question and explore tirelessly to get the truth and understand the killer's plans! The
PlayStation®Vita system is required for remote use. © 1996, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries The A.B.C. Murders The ABC Crimes Author(s) Agatha Christie English Language Country UK Crime Novel UK Editor Collins Crime Club Release January 6, 1936 Pages 256 (1st edition, hardcover) ISBN 9781579126247
English edition Translation Mascarenhas Barreto Editora Livros do Brasil Pages 416 Brazilian Edition Translation Rocha Filho Editora Nova Fronteira ISBN 000.85.. 209.0754-7 The death of chronology in the murder of Clouds in Mesopotamia The murders of the A. B.C (The ABC Crimes in Brazil[1] and Portugal[citation
needed]) is a crime novel by Agatha Christie, first published by the Collins Crime Club on 6 January 1936[2] in the United Kingdom, and on 14 February 1936, the year for Dodd, Mead and Company in the United States. It is another work marked by the presence of Hercule Poirot, his friend Captain Hastings and
Inspector Japp of Scotland Yard. The shape of the novel is unusual, combining first-person narratives and third-person narratives. This approach was pioneered by Charles Dickens at Bleak House, and was used by Agatha Christie in The Man in the Brown Suit. What is unusual about The A.B.C. Murders is that the third-
person narrative is supposedly reconstructed by the story's first-person narrator, Arthur Hastings. This approach shows Christie's commitment to experimenting with the point of view, exemplified by Roger Ackroyd's murder. The novel was well received in the UNITED Kingdom and the United States when it was
published. One critic said it was a bewilderment of the first water - one basin, while another commented on Christie's ingenuity in the plot. A critic in 1990 said it was A classic story, still fresh, beautifully worked. - A classic story, still new, very well made. Returning from South America, Arthur Hastings meets his old
friend, Hercule Poirot, in his new London apartment. Poirot shows him a mysterious letter he received, signed with A.B.C., detailing a crime that must be committed very soon, which he suspects is a murder. Two more letters of the same nature arrive early in his apartment, each before a murder carried out by A.B.C., and
made alphabetically: Alice Ascher, murdered in her room in Andover; Elizabeth Betty Barnard, a seductive waitress murdered on Bexhill beach; and Sir Carmichael Clarke, a wealthy man killed at his home in Churston. In each murder, an ABC rail guide stands next to the victim. The police team investigating, led by Chief
Inspector Japp, includes Inspector Crome, who doubts Poirot's detective skills, and Dr Thomson, one who tries to profile the killer. Poirot forms a legion of relatives of the deceased to discover new information: Franklin Clarke, Carmichael's brother; Mary Drower, Ascher's niece; Donald Fraser, betty's fiancée, and Thora
Gray, Carmichael's young assistant. After a meeting with the widow of the third victim, Lady Clarke, a key fact is discovered among the murders - on the day of each murder, a man selling gold stockings had not appeared at or near each crime scene. Despite this information, Poirot has doubts as to why the letters were
sent, and not to the police or newspapers, and why in the third letter Poirot's address was poorly written, causing the delay in the receipt. Soon, A.B.C. sends his next letter, addressing everyone in Doncaster, where it is suspected that the next murder will take place at the St. Leger horse race that day. However, the killer
attacks a cinema, in which the victim's name does not pattern of other deaths. Police soon receive advice for the man linked to the killings - Alexander Bonaparte Cust, an epileptic street vendor who suffers from memory shortages and constant headaches as a result of a head injury during the war. Cust fled his
apartment, but fainted upon arrival at andover police station, where he was taken into custody. In addition to claiming that a sock company hired him, he has no memory of committing the killings, but believes he should be blamed for them; because he was in the cinema when the last murder occurred, and found blood on
his sleeve and a knife in his pocket after leaving. Police discover that the company in question never hired Cust. A search of his room reveals a locked box of ABC rail guides, and the typewriter and thin paper used in A's letters. B.C., while the knife is behind a closet outside his room, where he hid it. Poirot doubts Cust's
guilt because of the blackouts of his memory, especially since he had a solid alibi for Bexhill's murder. Summoning a Meeting of the Legion, Poirot exposes one of its members, Franklin Clarke, as the real killer A.B.C.. Her motive was simple - Lady Clarke is slowly dying of cancer, and after her death, Carmichael would
probably marry her assistant, Thora. Franklin feared a possible second marriage as he wanted all of his brother's wealth, so he chose to murder his brother while Lady Clarke was still alive. A chance encounter with Cust in a pub gave Franklin the idea of the murder plot - which would disguise his crime under the illusion
of a serial murder. After creating the letters Poirot would receive, Franklin created Cust with his work, giving him the typewriter and other articles he would use to frame him in the murders. A suggestion from Hastings made it clear that the third letter had been misrepresented on purpose, as Franklin did not want police to
stop the killing. He then followed Cust to the cinema, committed the latest murder and put the knife in Alexander's pocket when he left. Franklin laughs at Poirot's theory, but panics when he is told that his fingerprint was found on the key to Cust's typewriter, and that Milly Higley, Betty's co-worker, had seen him in his
company. Franklin attempts suicide with his own weapon, but discovers that Poirot unloaded it with the help of a pickpocket, allowing police to arrest him. With the case resolved, Poirot shows Donald's love with Megan. Cust later tells Poirot that the press made an offer for his story; Poirot suggests that he asks for a
higher price for it and that his headaches may have arisen from his glasses. Once alone, Poirot tells Hastings that the machine's fingerprint was a bluff, but is glad that both hunting once again. Characters Hercule Poirot - Renowned Belgian detective, involved in the investigation of the murder series A.B.C., because of
letters addressed to him. Captain Arthur Hastings - poirot's old friend and colleague in the case. He is also the narrator of the novel. Alexander Bonaparte Cust - An epileptic street vendor; His condition is the result of a blow to the head during the war, leaving him prone to fainting and severe headaches. The main
suspect in the case, inadvertently created by Inspector Crome of the A.B.C. - Part of Japp's police team investigating the killings. Initially charged with Bexhill's murder, and maintains a low expectation of Poirot. Chief Inspector James Harold Japp - Poirot's old friend at Scotland Yard, and the lead investigator of the serial
killings. Dr Thompson - forensic psychologist, assigned to Japp's police team. It focuses on profiling the killer. A.B.C. - The unknown serial killer in the case. Alice Ascher - A childless elderly woman and owner of a watertight in Andover - is the first victim of A.B.C. Betty Barnard - second victim of A.B.C. A beautiful young
waitress in Bexhill. Sir Carmichael Clarke - third victim of A.B.C. A rich, childless old man from Churston. George Earlsfield - fourth victim of A.B.C. A barber by profession, killed in a cinema in Doncaster. Considered illogical as a victim in the pattern of the murders of A.B.C. Franklin Clarke - The Killer of the Case. Sir
Carmichael's evil younger brother and his immediate successor. A member of the Legion helping Poirot in research, responsible for inspiring Poirot to form the group. Mary Drower - Ascher's niece. A member of the Legion helping Poirot in the investigation. Megan Barnard - Betty's older sister. A member of the Legion
helping Poirot in the investigation. Donald Fraser - Betty's fiancée and a temperamental man. Initially suspected of his murder, he later became a member of the Legion. Thora Gray - attractive young assistant to Sir Carmichael Clarke. A member of the Legion helping Poirot in the investigation. Franz Ascher - alice's
distant alcoholic husband. The initial suspect in your wife's murder. Milly Higley - Betty's co-worker. Lady Charlotte Clarke - wife of Sir Carmichael, who suffers from terminal cancer. She is delusional and irritated by the medication she takes. Roger Downes - A teacher who visited the cinema in Doncaster, and found
Earlsfield's body after his murder, is believed to have actually intended to kill him. Lily Marbury - daughter of Cust's tenant, who warns her of the police coming after him. Tom Hartigan - Lily's boyfriend, who recounts his suspicions about Cust's movements on the day of Earlsfield's murder to police. References to other
works In the first Poirot alludes to a situation in the 1935 novel, Three Act Tragedy. In the same chapter, Poirot mentions his failed attempt at retirement to plant planting plant marrow, as described in The Murder of Roger Ackroyd. In the third chapter, a conversation between Japp and Poirot shows that, in 1935, Christie
was already thinking about Poirot's death as he later told Curtain: It would not be surprising if he ended up investigating his own death, Japp said, laughing nicely. Here's a good idea, yes, gentlemen. It should be the subject of a book. Hastings is the one who can do this, observed Poirot, flashing his eye towards me. It
would be a lot of fun , Japp said, laughing again. Still in Chapter 3, Poirot exposes the plot of what he considers a perfect crime, a crime so challenging that even he would find it difficult to solve it, where someone is killed by one of the four people playing bridge in the same room with him - which is exactly the theme of
Christie's Cards on the Table, which was released later this year. In chapter 19, Poirot reflects on his first case in England, where he brought together two people who loved each other by the simple method of having one of them arrested for murder. This is a reference to the novel The Mysterious Affair at Styles, and the
lovers mentioned are John and Mary Cavendish. References in other works The A.B.C. Murders is mentioned by Detective Inspector John Appleby in Michael Innes's Appleby's End (1945). [3] Chapters 393-397 of Gosho Aoyama's detective manga Conan present an adventure with some similarities, as the criminal was
inspired by the plot of The A.B.C. Murders. Episodes 325-327 of its anime adaptation also featured the incident. The 1998 anime film Case Closed: The Fourteenth Target is a combination of this story, with a murderous killer based on names with numbers as a trick to confuse detectives, while incorporating Christie's
And Then There Were None. [4] A Bengali police novel by Narayan Sanyal 'The Aa Ka Khuner Kanta' was based on The A.B.C. Murders. Sanyal admitted the inspiration for Christie's novel in the book's introduction. Here the character P. K. Basu, Bar-at-law, has the title role, similar to Poirot. In Ellery's novel Queen Cat
of Many Tails, Ellery Queen mentions the idea of the killer killing people with whom they have no connection to committing the murder of a victim for whom they have a clear motive, as in The A.B.C. Murders. ^ Editor Nova Fronteira ↑ The Observer. The Observer: p. 6. December 29, 1935 ! CS1 manut: Extra text (link) ↑
Innes, Michael. The end of Appleby. [S.l.: s.n.] ^ Gōshō., Aoyama,; ⾭⼭剛昌. (2002). Konan meitantei : 39. Tōkyō: Shōgakukan. ^ OCLC 166930679 Obtained from
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